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ABSTRACT

Thedigitalrecordingmethodknownas "DirectStreamDigital
(DSD)",providesan analog-likesound quality and superior
flexibilitywhen compared to current digital audio (PCM)
systems. In orderto makethecompletedmastersoundsource
file of a DSD signal for package media production, an editing
system in the DSD domain is necessary. In this paper, digital
signalprocessingin a DirectStreamDigitalediting systemis
discussed.
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1. Introduction

**DirectStream Digital (DSD)", which is based on the direct recording of a A Y

modulated 1-bit digital audio signal, has been introduced as a new digital recording

and archival method. In the near future, package media which contains DSD audio
source material will be released. In order to make the completed DSD master

sound source file for package media production, an editing system in the DSD

domain is necessary. As the characteristics of the DSD signal are quite different

from those of the Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) signal, a unique signal processing

method for DSD is required in order to build the editing system.

In the case of PCM, thc signal processing consists of a numerical calculation unit

and a re-quantizer as shown in Figure I (a). For example, the signal level may be

varied by multiplying the signal by a coefficient. The word length of the signal is

expanded due to this multiplication by the coefficient and must be re-quantized into

an appropriate word length for reproduction, recording or transmission.

In the case of DSD, the signal processing consists of a numerical calculation unit

and a _ Z re-modulator as shown in Figure 1 (b). For example, the signal level

may be varied by multiplying the DSD signal by a coefficient. The word length of

the signal is expanded to that of the coefficient by this multiplication and the

multiplied signal must be A Z re-modulated into 1-bit for reproduction, recording
or transmission.

As shown in this comparison, signal processing for DSD is almost the same as that

for PCM except for the A _ re-modulator which is substituted for the re-quantizer

in the PCM system. In the PCM system the re-quantization process may be

bypassed when the fader coefficient is exactly "1.0". As such a bypass process has

not existed for the A _ re-modulator, additional signal processing must be

developed to achieve a similar function for noiseless switching between the input

DSD signal and the A Z re-modulatedDSD signal.

2. Signal Processing for DSD Signal Switching

To output the original DSD signal from the level control unit when the fader
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coefficient is exactly "1.0", the txE re-modulator should be bypassed as shown in
Figure 2. It is difficult to switch between the original DSD signal and the tx E re-
modulated signal directly without a glitch because these two signals are not

identical. Some unique signalprocessing is necessary for noiseless switching.

2-1. Optimization of the Delay Time

To switch between two signals (the original DSD signal and the a E re-modulated
signal) without any discontinuities, the gain and phase of both signals must match.
Even though the tXY modulator has its own frequency and phase response, its
group delay is constant and its gain is 1(OdB) at audio frequencies which are much
lower than the sampling frequency. In order to match the gain and phase response
of the tx Y. re-modulated signal to that of the original DSD signal, the group delay
of tx E re-modulator is designed to be an integer multiple of the sampling period,

and gain of the tx Y re-modulator is designed to be 1 (0dB). On the other hand,
the DSD input signal is delayed by a delay line (shift register) to match the group
delay of the/x Y_re-modulator. Then, thegain and phase of the delayed DSD input
signal "a" will match those of the tx E re-modulated signal "m" at audio
frequencies as shown in Figure 3.

2-2. Initialization of the tx Z Re-modulator

A unique modulator design and delay compensation are necessary for noiseless
switching, but are not sufficient as the tx _ re-modulated signal is influenced by
the internal condition of the tx Y modulator. Initialization of the tx 1_ re-

modulator is necessarybefore the DSD signal is input.

2-3. Timing Control of the Switching

Moreover, matching of the high frequency components, which are mainly
generated by noise shaping, is another factor involved in noiseless switching. As
the correlation at high frequencies between the delayed original DSD signal "a"
and the A E 're-modulated signal "m" is quite low, it is necessary to analyze each

signal and to Switch when the high frequency components of each signal are
similar. Practically, switchingbetween two signals Ca" and "m") is possible at
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times when both data streams are completely matched for several samples. Figure
4 shows the block diagram of this system. Asa result, noiseless switching between
the delayed original DSD signal "a" and the A _ re-modulated signal "m" is
achieved when all of above factors are satisfied.

2-4.How To Control the Internal Conditions of the /x X Re.modulator

The required factors for noiseless switching are shown in 2-1 to 2-3. But these are
only for direct switching without level control. Once the fader coefficient moves
from "1.0" to some other value, it is not possible to perform noiseless switching

even though the fader coefficient returns to "1.0". This is because the internal
condition of the A Z re-modulator is changed from its initial condition when the
input signal differs from a true 1-bit signal. For noiseless switching, re-
initialization of the A _ re-modulator is required after application of level control.
Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the switching processor with re-initialization.
The re-initialization process is as follows.

While the fader coefficient "K" is not "1.0", the difference between the input DSD
signal "A" and the multiplied signal "A _ K" is generated and accumulated until the
fader coefficient "K" returns to "1.0". The accumulated data is thus equal to the

operational offset in the /x Z re-modulator. After the coefficient returns to "1.0",
the accumulated data is subtracted from the input data to the A _ re-modulator

little by little. As a result, the operational offset in the /x Y_re-modulator is
removedand noiseless switching becomes possible.

Note that the data in the accumulator will increase to infinity if the subtraction data
is a constant. However, the operational offset inside the A Z re-modulator is

dependent upon the A _ re-modulator output and is reset when the absolute value
of the accumulated data becomes "(2 _ fb)" including zero. Here, "fo" is the
integer feedback value used in the /x Z re-modulator. Consequently, data in the
subtraction accumulator should fold-over from -fo to +fo and vice versa if

overflow occurs. We refer to this type of accumulator as a "Cyclic accumulator".

With the cyclic accumulator, operational offset in the /x Z re-modulator is
calculated exactly. Figure 6 shows the value of the cyclic accumulator in the time
domain.
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3. Cross-Fade Processing for DSD Signal

With the above processing, cross-fade processing between two different signals

"A" and "B" is possible. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the cross-fade
controller. Detailedprocedure of switching is as follows. The delayed DSD signal
"a" is selected before switchingand the operationaloffset in the A _ re-modulator

is "0.0" as shown in Figure 8. At this time "Ka = 1.0" and "Kb: 0.0". Before the
start of the cross fade processing, switch from "a" to the A _ re-modulated output
"m" with using pattern matching. After switching, simultaneouslyreduce the fader
coefficient "Ka" from "1.0" to "0.0" and increase the fader coefficient "Kb" from

"0.0" to "1.0" for cross fading from "A" to "B". Even though the cross fade has
finished, it is not possible to switch from "m" to delayed DSD signal "b" because
of the operational offset in the A Z re-modulator. In this case, the operational
offset is equal to the sum of "A * Ka + (B t Kb- B)" for each sample involved, this
offset is accumulated during the cross fade process. After the cross-fade, the

accumulated operational offset is subtracted from the h E re-modulator little by
little. Once the operationaloffset has been removed from the A E re-modulator, it
is possible to switch from the A E re-modulated output "m" to the delayed DSD
signal "b" with pattern matching.

4. Fade-In and Fade-Out Processing for aDSD Signal

As the DSD signal is 1-bit, there is no fixed mute data like digital black 0000 (h) in
the PCM system. In the DSD system, cyclic "1" and "0", for example, may be used
as a mute signal. Consequently, fade-in and fade-out processing are achieved by

cross-fading the DSD signal and the mute signal as shown in Figure 9. With this
processing, fade-in and fade-out are possible as in the PCM system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, level control and switch processing are described. With this

processing, cross-fade, fade-in and fade-out of the DSD signal is possible as in the
PCM system. As a result, DSD domain editing is possible using the above
processing, and custom LSI for real time editing has been developed.
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